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Pro Pull Complete
Dent Repair System

The Pro Pull Complete utilizes the all new PR-3 
Auto to generate the precise, High Power/Low 
Weld time needed to prevent damage to the 
corrosion protection on the backside of the panel. 

The PR-3 Auto senses when a weld 
tip or pull key has made contact and welds auto-
matically after a short delay. The Auto feature is 
quick and user friendly due to the fact that it does 
not weld instantly like other higher priced systems 
on the market. The Pro Pull Complete has all the 
accessories that you will need to make the repair 
fast, large or small.

Features:
Auto Weld - Auto senses when a weld tip
or pull key makes contact with metal.

The T Dent Handle - Used with Auto Welding. 
With the turn of the wing nut, all electrodes are 
compatible with the T Dent Handle. 
You can also attach Slide Hammers and Pro Pull.

Single Sided Welding  - 10 different Single-Sided 
welding applications give the user power and 
versatility to complete any job.



CLT-33 : Stitch Weld Electrode

PS-880 : Pull Tab Electrode

PS-820 : Nail and 4mm Stud Holder

PS-830 : 5mm and 6mm Stud Holder

PS-840 : Washer Adapter

PS-870 : Contact Shrinking/Rivet Holder

CLT-29 : Carbon Electrode

SA-0154 : T Dent Handle

● No Burn Thru
    (NBT)

● Burns Through
    Backside

Creates Rust and CorrosionNo Rust or Corrosion

Precision Dent Pulling

Precision Dent Pulling

Auto Weld Feature

By using weld keys, the user is able to pull 
a larger area all at once. It is also good 
for pulling out creases. 

The PR-3 Auto is capable of handling a variety of single-sided welding 
needs which including: washer, nut & bolt, nail, rivet and stitch.

Single-Sided Welding

The T Dent Handle is used with Auto Welding. With the turn of the 
wing nut, all electrodes are compatible with the T Dent Handle. The 
user can also attach slide hammers and Pro Spot’s Pro Pull to 
maximize dent pulling.

Precise Dent Pulling


